
Mid –term test N°1 
7th form  

 

  I/ Language ( 14 pts) 
 

  1-Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from the box .There are 2 extra words (4pts)     
   

   take/ cooking  /’s  / walk / doesn’t/ kind /  interesting / never / drives/ don’t / 

 
Hello! My name is Sally Tailor. I am ten. I go to school every day except Saturday and Sunday. I 
…………………………………. to school because it isn’t far from home . My hobby is reading 
………………………books and singing. This is my family. There are five of us: my Mummy, Daddy, and my 
two brothers.  

My mother………………………… name is Alice. She is thirty years old. She is a nurse and works in 
a hospital. My mum goes to work by bus. She ……………………….. go to work on Sunday and Monday. 
My mother loves……………………………. 
 My father Frank is thirty-two. He is an engineer and works at a factory. My Dad goes to work 
by car every morning. He …………………………… works on Saturday and Sunday.  
 I have two brothers: Henry and Tim. Henry is eight. He is a schoolboy. We go to school 
together every morning.  
Tim is only four. Daddy …………………………. him to the kindergarten every day. But Tim stays at home 
on Saturday and Sunday. He likes playing with toys and to make puzzles. 
 We also have a cat and a dog.I love my parents, brothers and pets. We are a 
…………………….family. 

 
2- Put the bracketed words in the right tense or form (4pts) 

 
Let me introduce my family. My mother Irene is very good at  sewing  and (prepare)……………………………… 

delicious cakes . My father is an architect. He is good at repairing cars. My sister’s name is Anna. She 

enjoys (  paint)………………………………….. pictures. She (do /always)………………………………. my Art projects.  

My mum has got a sister, Laura. She (not /be)………………………… married.  She plays the guitar very well.  

She (try)………………….. to teach me how to play the guitar but I always run off and play football with 

my friends. My father’s brother is uncle Larry. He  (have got )…………………….. 2 kids; Steve and 

Summer. Uncle Larry likes baseball. He (not/play )…………………………. very well but he thinks he is         

  the best. Summer’s wife ,Lizzy,  helps me with my Science projects. She is also a very good chess 

(play)……………………….  She has a chess club in her school.  

 

3-Circle the correct alternative.( 4pts)  
 
     Hi! I’m Isobel. I’m eleven years old and I live in Miami, in the USA, with my parents and my (brothers 

/  sisters  /siblings), Peter and Anna. I am very ( active / lazy / cheerful ). I like playing football and 

dancing, but my favourite (pastime /spare time / free time ) is fishing  . I love the sea. In the evening, I 

like playing computer games, but I prefer outdoor activities. I usually hang (around / on / of ) with my 

friends in the neighbourhood. On Sunday, we go to the stadium .We have fun and we spend ( exciting / 

boring /helpful ) moments together . 



My sister Anna  is fond ( about /of /  after) animals. She has got a dog, and a cat. She  has fishes, 
turtles and hamsters( two /too /to ).  

Everyday, she gets up at 7:30, she has breakfast and goes to school. But when she (catches / misses 
/takes) the bus she reaches her school a bit late .  

 

II/ Spelling ( 6pts) 
 

1- Listen and write the words correctly ( 3pts)  
 
Hi! My name is John. I’m a ………………………. at a public school. I live in a flat with my parents and my 
brother. My mum, Caroline, is a …………………….. She is forty. My dad, Jack, is a headmaster. My 
father hasn’t got any brothers or sisters. But my mother has got one brother, Peter. He is my uncle 
and he is married to my …………………….Alice. They have got two children. Betty and Ann. They are my 
…………………………..  
I love sports and music. My favourite sport is …………….. and snowboarding. My brother prefers 
………………………..the Internet with his friends.  I have got a penfriend in the USA.  
 
 


